
OPACA Circus study day .


Arriving at Hoxton square N1 6HD at 10 o’clock ‘ish’ for 10.30 start I searched for the 
building housing the NCCA - National Centre for Circus Arts 🎭 . It was a low, squarish 
shaped warehouse brick  building. 


We all logged in at reception and went up the stairs to pass through a password release 
door to a lecture room come library 📚 . All good. Refreshments were laid on. Thank 
goodness! 

Fuelled we were introduced to Glen Stewart. His role as senior management reflected in 
his knowledge and enthusiasm about the NCCA.  The centre details are accessible by 
linking to nationalcircus.org.uk open to foundation/BA Hons degree & BTEC course or 
part time and mini day/team building & school courses. 

Would it be good to have a tour of the place? Of course it would!  We were led around the 
building the variety consisting of practice rooms for students to one named the 
‘combustion chamber’ so named as a legacy to its past working history where 
combustion took place or could it be a good name for a circus arts group?  This room 
was where the professionals practiced. Present were also classrooms - to a ‘physio’ room 
- the treatment outsourced to a physiotherapist business. This set up the NCCA deemed 
easier so the headache of organisation and care was separated from the actual focal 
point of the NCCA - circus arts.  


Back to our lecture room for the day for an osteopathic angled lecture by Nina Bain. She 
used PowerPoint slides with an overlay of mind maps using an app ‘SimpleMind+Mind 
Mapping’ to deliver this aiding the variables and choices on each subject matter such as 
circus skills - the cyr wheel and acts such as  trapeze and silks and ropes, the circus 
artists life development and stresses, traumas, genetics etc and case studies. 

A couple of patients Nina has treated are on YouTube and the links for them below. 


link for improv ‘catfish” 3.m is good .2007


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ri_TTYXJ4I&feature=youtu.be


gibbon - https://youtu.be/_KyrGZha8zQ 


Tetter- totter 3.m

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAnfbRSOJy8


Cyr wheel 2.11 min https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJZ


Plus hypermobility was brought to our attention - go to the slides on the website 
opaca.co.uk to see the page ‘The Science of Contortion’ with 5 references and do also 
look here at “Injury patterns and injury rates in the circus arts: an analysis of 5 years of 
data from Cirque du Soleil.”

Shrier I1, Meeuwisse WH, Matheson GO, Wingfield K, Steele RJ, Prince F, Hanley J, 
Montanaro M.


At the break we ate courtesy of take out produced by Pret. We selected sandwiches, fruit, 
mousses and carrot cakes. A soft drinks selection and tea and coffee was also offered. 
Whilst munching we talked amongst ourselves on the day and other matters. 


http://circus.org.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ri_TTYXJ4I&feature=youtu.be
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The third section of the day was labelled as circus arts ‘demo’ by Ockham’s Razor with 
injury and assessment detail provided by the performers themselves. I think I can safely 
say we were all knocked off our socks at how eloquent they all were talking about bio 
mechanics, forces of movement and injuries. It was super to see them in action. Stefan 
on the tightrope (in this case slack rope walking) the subject is aka funambulism, another 
performer on the rope/silks and a duo on the trapeze swing. 


We took in the amazing display - see the mini iMovie 1.35 mins long or short which ever 
perspective you wish for - on the Opaca website opaca.co.uk whilst we refreshed with 
Tea, cake and fruit etc.

Lastly Section 4 osteopathic treatment was upstairs in ‘the studio’ where two volunteers 
from the centre who wanted to be patients were assessed by Nina Bain and we 
discussed one after the other. To allow open discussion different approaches from BLT to 
structural/fascial/taping was encouraged. 


It was a great success and a lively, fun with neatly professional aspects fulfilling some of 
section B of the CPD criteria at this moment in time on Osteopathy courtesy of the 
performance arts. 
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